
Stakeholder mapping

(1)

Cooperation matrix -

mapping actors/roles

(university/university of

applied sciences,

incubators, regions/

municipalities, reg.

development) for

development, transfer,

mentoring

Goal: to implement

university innovation

achievements and

research results and to

closely link regional

stakeholders with science

(2)

Support system of the

cooperations - package of

methods, formats and

services

Goal: Test/implement

different formats and

methods & identify good

practices

Example: Assessment tool for

digital readiness for action

further adapted for

municipalities and offer

strategy workshops.

(3)

Creation of an innovation

space (learning labs) for

interregional cooperation

Goal: Establishing a

sustainable learning

region

Fostering cooperation and knowledge transfer in the region

Learning Region

Goal: permanently usable working basis (action-oriented structures and methods) for efficient and effective cooperation between

key actors in the field of applied research and innovation.

Guiding vision:

interregional expansion and development of innovation systems

Core topics: 

Knowledge transfer

regional development through innovation management and digitalisation

the promotion of regional cooperation between municipalities and citizens, potential founders and start-ups, supported by

science and education in the border region.

Cooperation: DigiVil - digital learning and knowledge transfer platform was created, which will also be further used in LEAREG.

Develop a common vision

and strategy as well as a

common action plan (e.g.

strategic alignment and

coordination with other

ecosystems) to define a

transboundary direction.

Development and

implementation of a

systematised package of

methods and services for

the establishment and

growth of innovative SMEs

/ start-ups in the SKAT

programme area

(mobilisation, marketing

potential, etc.).

Provision of a cross-border

support programme for

mentoring.

Development of

educational activities on

the topic of

entrepreneurship and

digital transformation and

its piloting in the project

area.

Cross-Border Incubation network / fostering entrepreneurship

Needs in the regions

Ideas, solutions, products

build up of new

incubator connected

to UCM

What does E-Gov

mean - only efficiency

within administraion or

broader perspective?

Piloting learning &

development

formats (strategy

workshops...)

Future Skills

Workshops? (Adapting

Future Skills

Competence Model)

municipalities - little

resources,struggle with

daily business, no stratgic

planning - cooperation

hard

what could be concrete,

short term benefits for

participating

municipalities?

benefit for

municipalities: support

for implementation (e.g.

funding application) 

Using synergies

between existing

incubation formats?

needs municipalities: 

information about potential

technology providers

Datamanagement-System/

Warehouse

Living Labs

potential Methods: 

(Digital) Journey Workshops

Keywords: 

action research, community informatics, contextual

design,user-centered design, participatory design

empathic design, emotional design

What does it mean?

Joint guidance of start-ups?

access to contacts/experts?

Joint investment rounds?

Reach out to

stakeholders of

Bratislava innovation

district?
Methods/Formats of

Incubator programmes

also valuable for other

actors (e.g.

municipalities?)

Adaptation of DigiVil-

Compass

output: concept for

shared service

centers

role of Start-Ups: support

municipalities & regions

in the area of E-Gov &

other technologies useful

for them

establish an incubator network

work programm for start-Ups => extent

to Bratislava (invite start-ups to

workshop

each incubator:

specific skills/trainer

networks

establish network of start-ups itself

(synergies)

effect: people get to know each other,

know what is going on in other region(s)

share common resources

Examples - EU BIG - offers workshops

very quick contacts

also bring togehter

start-ups &

municipality?

start-ups already

founded, with a product

maybe some kind of road

show

language barrier

successful proposal

can't only about

business contacts

maybe wider project

topic e.g. start-ups

supporting green new

deal

enough start-ups in

E-Gov area?

target groups: 

municipalities,

regional

governments

E-Gov?:

digitisation of solutions for the

public sector

e.g. digital health

(governments, communities)

how can start-ups help

to solve problems in

municipalities by

support of digitalistion?

mapping E-Gov

technologies

guidance tool/document

on how to communicate/

sell to municipalities

how to deal with public

tendering laws

facilitate exchange

between start-ups &

policy makers

also some cross boarder

strategic development -

maybe for solutions

needed for the whole

region

example: drones

helping to identify

places for photo

voltaic installations

competition law a

problem?

just offers/presentations =>

municipalities need to follow

public tendering rules

Incubators work in public

frameworks - make public calls

- no one excluded

IÖB -

innovationsfördernde

öffentliche Beschaffung

maybe strategic partners?

https://www.ioeb.at/

identify areas for "E-

Gov technologies"

for short term wins:

only needs currently

met by start-up ideas

for long term: identify

needs no solution

(products) exist so far

university hub or

more broader for

different actors (like

accent)

at the moment very abstract

- project needs to be

explainable in two, three

sentences

concrete: e.g. target groups

transfer creative methods from incubator

programms towards municipalities to stimulate

a more innovation friendly organisational

culture in municiapalities  

identify challenges and problems on municipal

level, link them to suitable technological

innovations & applications under the title "E-

Gov-Tech"

develop tools for exchange between municipal

representatives and technology providers &

start-ups

Build up a cross-boarder Incubator that

identifies start-ups offering (potential) E-Gov-

Tech-Solutions and strengthen their skills in

working with municipalities as customers

Unnamed area

Common

understanding of

consortium set-up:

who are the project

partners? do we

need strategic

partners?

understand

interests/expections

of today's

participants

plausibility

check -

further

shaping

project ideas

Agreement on

programme

priority (priority

axis, once the call

was published)

identify key

stakeholders

& additional

partners

Questions

Ideas

Challenges

Diving into the project idea

Reflecting about project idea:

What questions do arise?

Do you have additional ideas or ideas in relation to

specific outputs?

Do you foresee any challenges we need to tackle?

Unnamed area

which actors could

carry this incubator?

allocate start-up

solutions/products to

regional/muniicipal

challenges/problems

supply them in

implementing the solution

- managing the project/

facilitate

funding options =>

maybe leader??

IÖB -

innovationsfördernde

öffentliche Beschaffung

maybe strategic partners?

https://www.ioeb.at/

project management

support maybe by NÖ

Regional (need to be full

partner if they do real

work with municipalities

for Burgenland

maybe WAB

comparable partner in SK?

Trnavsky samospravny kraj

and Bratislavsky samospravny

kraj => full partners? or only

strategic partners?

maybe don't have the

personnell to implement

=> budget for external

expertise necessary

(may be UCM)

strategic partner NÖ/

BGLD -

Gemeindebund

current partnership

UWK

UCM

stu - link to new

innovation disctrict

Accent

WAB

potential strategic

partners

NÖ Regional

Strategic workshops

with municipalities

Identification

challenges/Problems

Goal: foster development of innovative regional ecosystems

subgoal: strenghten municipalities as central regional actors

in their innovation capabilities

subgoal: Strengthen innovative companies/start-ups in their

ability to tap communities/regions as a customer segment and

thus promote the diffusion of innovative solutions in

municipalities & regions




